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SUMMARY 

This paper describes an analytic technique for direct detennination 

of the outcome of optimal aerial bombing or reconnaissance  campaigns 

against strategic targets, without the customary laborious exploration of 

variav.ions in attack strategy.    The scope of this analysis permits wide 

latitude in the nature of the strategic campaign and its environment,  in- 

cluding the following:    the criterion defining an optimum campaign may be 

that of minimum cost, or minimum air crew loss for a fixed  level of target 

destruction, with or without additional constraints sucn as  specified maxi- 

mum campaign duration;  aircraft losses may be due to enemy area and local 

defenses, non-combat causes, or due to destruction while on their own base. 

Several examples are used to illustrate how the analytic method presented 

her« leads to a better understanding of the significant features of stra- 

tegic campaigns,  and their sensitivity to variations in assumptions, than 

can be gleaned from an essentially empirical study of many individual 

campaigns. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th« analysis of aeri&l campaigns agalnat strategic  targets  Involves 

tr.e aggregation of a multitude of detailed factors concerning a variety of 

subjects.     These include the geographic location of bases and targets,  de- 

sign and performance characteristics of aircraft and weapons,  the attrition 

of aircraft by combat and non-corr.bat causes,  the resources required to pro- 

cure and operate the various  components of the strategic  syeteirs,  and a 

number of others.    Usually this process of aggregation,  called "campaign 

analysis," consists of lengthy numerical calculations which consider in 

sequence each strike of a number of non-optimal  campaigns in order to 

discover by enumeration or interpolation the optimum campaign tactic  for 

the particular weapon system and campaign criterion under consideration. 

The analyst who has ever performed this laborious process will readily ap- 

preciate the need for a tool or n.athematical model which is capable of 

aggregating these diverse campaign ingredients in a systematic manner, 

designed  to achieve two basic aimR.    These two aims of generalized campaign 

analysis are:     (1)  an understanding of the primary physical interactions 

which characterize strategic  campaigns,  and  (2)  a reduction in the amount 

of oomputations required to obtain specific  results.     This paper is  intend- 

ed to describe briefly such a nodel for generalized campaign analysis  and 

to illustrate its use.     This rrethod was developud at The RAND Corporation 

in connection with  its work  for the United States Air Force. 

» 
The author gratefully acknowledges helpful  suggestions by his col- 

leagues,   especially by G.   E.   Gorr-pf,  R.   B.   Murrow and  L.   B.   Rumph. 
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SCOPE 

The  scope of the analysis we are considering is shown in Table 1. 

This table shows a number of ways in which strategic campaigns can be clas- 

sified.     Consider the first horiiontal row, which defines  the purpose of 

the mission.     As indicated,  the mission may alternatively have the purpose 

of bombing or reconnaissance;  or,  in turn, we may have a combined bombing 

and reconnaissance campaign, wherein some aircraft are sortled on bombing 

strikes,  and others on reconnaissance strikes.    Another way of classifying 

campaigns is according to tne type of primary aerial vehicle being used. 

The vehicle may be re-usable for more than one strike as  is the ca?e for a 

manned aircraft, or it may be expended on one strike and  is hence "non- 

re-usable;" this type we usually call a missile.    The third characteristic 

used for classifying campaigns,  terminal delivery,  may be by nean? of a 

weapon launched near the target,  that is, within the local defenfc ring; 

or alternatively,  the weapon may be launched outeide the  local defenses ar 

is usually the case with alr-to-surface missiles. 

The  fourth way of campaign classification called  strike progression 

requires  somewhat more explanation.     The first type listed in row IV of 

Table 1,   the  iso-strike can.paign,   is one wherein force?  of  identical  mag- 

nitude are  sortied on each strike;   that is,  in an expected value model 

each strike  is  like every other one,   nence the  term "iso-strike."    This 

type of strike progression is  useful   in the analysis of ca^es wherein a 

certain link  ^n the svstem has  a  fixed capacity such  as,   for example,  the 

capacity of  staging bases used,  or the fuel transfer capability of a limited 

tanker force.     The second  type of  strike progression  is   that of tne "impact 

campaign," wherein the entire  force of available bombers   is  sent out on  the 
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first  strike, whatever returns  is  sent on the next  strike,  and so on;   tnat 

i»,   the  greatest possible  impact is produced on every strike.    Jince we  are 

concerned here with the analysis of optimal campaigns,  a campaign criterion 

must first be defined.    Row V of Table 1 shows two such criteria:     (l)  min- 

imum air crew loss for a given level of target destruction, and (2) minimum 

total cost for specified target destruction.    In view of the mathematical 

relationships involved,  it turns out that criteria  (1)  and (2) are com- 

pletely equivalent to  (la)  maximum target destruction for a given leve!.  of 

air crew loss and (2a) maximum target destruction for a specified total 

cost. 

Finally,  the method of analysis under consideration is capaM« of 

treating optimal campaign?  subject to one or more  restraining conditions. 

The larst row of Table 1 thus  indicates that campaign tactics may be res- 

tricted  by specifying the number of strikes  in the  campaign,  and/or the 

crsw survival probability per strike  (attrition rate). 

In the Illustrative examples which follow,  we -will confine ourselves 

primArlly to bombing missions with a re-usable primary vehicle which  launches 

its weapon Inside the local defenses;  furthermore,  we shall consider  iso- 

etrlke-type campaigns,  that are optimized for minimum total system cost. 
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CAMPAIGN INGREDIENTS 

Whatever the typo of campaign,  there are a number of important  factors 

or ingredients which must be included.    These are  sumnarized in Table 2. 

The various terms used in Table 2 are defined below.    A detailed discus- 

sion of these campaign  ingredients is beyond the  scope of this brief paper 

which ir primarily concerned with the process of their aggregation into a 

campaign analysis. 

"Mission accomplistTment*1 denotes the conditional probability that • 

bomber or missile successfully accomplishes  its mission, provided that the 

designated target has Veen reached.    Specifically,  for bombing missions the 

conditional probability  that a dropped bomb destroy the target is called 

"target coverage"  (fO^     F«r reconnaissance missions,  the analogous  "recon- 

naissance success probability" accounts for such random factors  aa  the ef- 

fect of weather,  rrialfunction of equipment,  etc. 

The items listed under attrition in Table 2  account for the  several 

causes by which primary vehicles may be lost in a strategic campaign. 

Combat attrition is  conveniently divided into  aircraft shot down by area 

and  local defenses.    Sine»? the nature of these defenses has an Important 

bearing on the mathematical structure of the present Campaign Analysis 

Model,  these ingredient?  are discussed in more detail in the next  section. 

Attrition du* to non-comt at causes is here defined to include aircraft lost 

in flying accidents,  as well as  aircraft destroyed on their bases  by pos- 

sible enemy countar action. 

Among the Operational  Factor?,  "Serviceability"  (5)  represents  the 

fraction of aircraft on  the base w;,ich are ready  for a sortie,  and  the 

reliability  (R)  denote-   the probability that  a  sortied aircraft will  not 
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Table 2 

IMPORTANT FACTORS 

MISSION  ACCOKPLISHMOJT 

Target Coverage,  Reconnaissance Success Probability 

ATTRITION 

Combat Causes:    Area and Local Defense 

Mon-Combat Causes 

OPERATIONAL FACTORS 

Serviceability,  Reliability 

TACTICAL CONSIDERATION 

Reconnaissance Requirement,  Minimum Survival Probability 

Number of Strikes,   etc 

COST 

"Unit Costs" of Vehicles and Weapons 

Total System Cost 
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abort its mission due to mechanical  failures or other causes. 

"Tactical Considerations'* include several items, primarily related 

tj the imposition of realistic constraints on the variety of possible cam- 

paign tactics.    The "reconnaissance requirenient" (T^/T ) denotes the frac- 

tion of targets  to be destroyed in a bombing campaign which require prior 

aerial reconnaissance.    The other tactical considerations are self explana- 

tory. 

The cost ingredients listed in Table 2 are of interest when "minimum 

total cost" is used an the optimizing campaign criterion  (Table 1,  row V). 

The total system cost measures the totality of resources required ~ primary 

vehicles, crews, weapons, baseo, materiel, etc - to procure and train the 

strategic force and to maintain it in a combat-ready status for a specified 

number of  (peacetime)  years,    "Unit costs" are obtained by prorating the 

applicable portions of the total syctern cost to each primary vehicle or 

weapon in the strategic  force.    Thus  the "unit cost" of an aircraft may be 

several times  the procurement cost for one aircraft,  since the cost of 

crew training,  aircraft operation and niaintenance,  and a proration of base 

costs are also included. 
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As indicated above the nature of the defen es whi ch mus t e penetra ed 

b. the s trategi c force ha an importan effect on the mathema tical s rue-

ure of t h ' s campaign analy i mod 1 . Figure 1 ill ra e he analyt i cal 

repre sentation of defense used i n th ' odel. The central problem here 

1 to etermine the num er of defen e units , sue in erceptor a~ e s or 

mi s l e s i es hat are activated y t he defense as a f un ion of he 

num e of targe ts at a ked by the offense on any ive str ike. he r a 

i n t h lower eft-hand corner of Fig. 1 shows everal sue fu~c ions . e 

number of bo bers s o down b the defen e i t hen a proxi~ately roper-

tio a to he roduc of e number of defense unit s act i vate ( UA) nd 

the bombe r ki l l po enti al of each defense unit . Consi der f i r s t h u pe r 

l eft-hand pic ture w i h illus trates s chematically a "ring defen e." The 

dots i he central area represent individual t rgets . T e aded eire ec 

repre ent the rad · u of ac ion of ndividual efen se it , w i h ar de-

ployed eripherally about t , e en i re arge are • he opti al off ns 

s r t egy fo r pe etra ing suc h a r ing defens j~ to pie r ce i t a on oi 

wi t a in e rack wh c e ou 0 11 ar e s . hi 

& , no t er how n.any ar r a a cke , t e of f e s e uni t 

i ssen tial y cone t ant , 0 ha w can r epre sent hi s P o f ef .. fe y 

* e hor .:. zo ta 1 ne o .e gr ap of Fi g. , 
Th symbol . herP de. i a e ~· ..... . 

an arbi trary refere ce num er of arge t s , w i C'h i usu lly ake o r the 

maximum n er of a rge s in I e targe t sy e • 

Ano her way of dep1oyin defense~ i o have i solated defense un s 

l ocated a eac indivi ual arget, as il us rated by t .e ske c he 

lower right- hand corner of Fi • 1. Thi s i s al led " l ocal zed defenses" 
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and has  the characteristic that the number of defense units activated  is 

directly proportional  to the number of targetr  attacked.     This defense 

behavior is  represented  by the straight diagonal line of the graph of 

Fig.   1. 

Finally, the defenses may be distributed in a more or less uniforu or 

random manner a? illustrated by the sketch at the upper right of Fig. 1. 

For this type of "distributed defense" the nun.her of defense units acti- 

vated will increase as the number of targets attacked increases, but not 

necessarily in direct proportion.  The corresponding function looks some- 

thing like t e ndddle curve shown in the graph of Fig. 1. 

It has been found that the behavior of Lhe distributed type of defense, 

which appears to be the most interesting type of area defense, may be ade- 

quately represented by the simple function 

(DIM) - Ta , (1) 

where T represents  the number of targets  attacked and 3 is an exponent 

having a value between zero and one.     For typical area defenses,   a-  lA' 

has  been found  to be a reasonable approximation. 

Furthermore, equation (1) also represents the behavior of ring and 

localized defenses, when the exponent a tauter on the limiting values of 

zero and one,   respectively. 

The present campaign analysis model considers  the general   case where 

both area and  local defenses niurt be penetrated  to reach the various  tar- 

gets  in  the target  system.     Thus EL  the number of bombers   (primary vehicles) 

killed by the defenses wh' - T target:   are attacked or one  strike,   is given 
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Tht first t«nn,  B    ,   represents bombers  killed by area defenses,   the 
a 

second term,   B,.   ,  bomber? killed by local defenses.     The parameters a and 

b repre?ent the appropriate defense effectiveness per target,  or bomber kill 

potentials, of the  type and number of deployed defense weapons  against the 

type of primary vehicle under study.     It  should be noted that B    Is  inde- 

pendent of the nmrber of bombers present,   because this model considers only 

"saturation raids" a?  required to insure  reasonable survival   probabilities 

from the offense point of view. 
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ANALYSIS 

The gist of the generalized analysis will be sketched in this section, 

hj  means of a somewhat simplified example.  For illustrative purposes con- 

elder iso-strike bombing or reconnaissance campaigns with re-usabio primary 

vehicles which penetrate the local defenses; it is desired to optimize these 

campaigns according to the criterion of minimum total system cost for speci- 

fied target destruction, subject to the constraint of a specified (expected) 

crew survival probability per strike. 

The two quartitles of principal interest are the expected number of 

targets destroyed in the campaign (Tn), (or the number of targets success- 

fully reconnoitered (Tp)for a reconnaissance campaign) and the total system 

cost (C) of the associated bombing system.  These are given by equations 

(3) and (i*), respectively: 

Tn - NTP.  ,  TD - NTP (3) 
D    d  *  R    r 

C - YB - Y [(N-l) BK ♦ -£- mT U) 

the symbols are defined in Table 3.    As shown by equation  (3),  the number 

of targets destroyed   (Tr)  in an iso-strike  campaign la  simply the product 

of the number of strikes   (N),  the number of targets attacked on  each 

strike  (T)  and the conditional probability P    that an attacked target is 

destroyed. 

As  shown by equation  (4),  the total  system cost is  the product of the 

"unit cost" T    and the number of primary vehicles  (bombers)   B in   the stri- 

king force.     The number of bombers is given by the square bracket on the 

right side of equation  (/♦), it being assumed for simplicity that bombers 
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Llbt of Symbols 

B      - Total number (stockpile) of prim&ry vehicles (bombers) in the 
strike force. 

B„     - Expected number of bombers killed on a strike. 

B      • Expected number of bor.bers killed on one strike by  area 
a      defenses. 

B      - Expected number of bombers killed on one ctrike by local 
/       defenses. 

B_     - Expected number of bobbers killed by area defenses when 
a       the reference number of T* targets is attacked on one 

strike. 
« 

Bj,     - Expected number of bombers killed by local defenses when 
& all T* targets of the reference target system are attacked 

on one atrike. 

C      « Total system cost of procuring and maintaining for a 
specified period of time aircraft crews, bases, weapons 
and support facilities. 

DUA    • Defense units activated. 

J      - Parameter group defined by equation (11). 

k      - Reference value of attrition ratio, defined by equation 
(8). 

L. ■    Total number of aircraft lost during the campaign. 

m -    Cell  size,  i.e.,  average number of aircraft sortied per 
target  scheduled for attack. 

R •    Number of strikes in campaign. 

^opt ■    Optimum nuuber of strikes  in minimum cost campaign. 
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Target  covertg«,  probability that a delivered bomb destroys 
the target. 

Hound-trip kill probability of a bomber that  has not aborted, 

R 

S 

Probability of obtaining desired reconnaipsance  Ini'onnÄtion, 
given that aircraft reached target area. 

Expected  fraction of bombers  on base destroyed prior to 
next  strike. 

Fraction of sortied bombers which do not abort,  reliability 
factor. 

Fraction of bombers on base which are combat ready,   service- 
ability factor. 

Number of targets scheduled for attack on one strike. 

Reference number of targets  in target system. 

\ 

Expected number of targets destroyed in campaign,target 
destruction potential. 

Expected number of targets  reconnoitered  in  the  campaign. 

BK/BK  ,    attrition ratio. t      a* 

Optimum value of attrition  ratio for minimum cost 
campaigne. 

Exponent defining      area defense behavior. 

r 
Y 

A 

System cost parameter,  defined by equation   (12). 

Unit  (eyatem)  cost per primary vehicle. 

Aircraft  loss parameter defined by equation   (19). 

Campaign magnitude,  or target destruction,  parameter, 
defined by equation  (10). 
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are lost only by con.hat causes (B«), that is shot down by area and local 

defenses.  The quantity (N-l)BI. is the total number of bombers shot down 

on all strikes but the last one, and mT is the nunber of bombers which are 

required to mount the la^t strike.  The expected number of bombers killed 

on anv strike (R,.) are related to the number of targets attacked T by 

equation (2).  In equatior (U),  "m" is the so-called "cell size" or average 

number of prlmtry vehicles sortied per target scheduled for attack, and is 

related to the specified survival probability per strike (P ) by 
3 

h 

It can easily be shown  that — by solving equations   (3)   and  (5)  for N 

and B,  respectively, and substituting these expressions   (as well as equa- 

tion  (2)  for By.)  Into equation  (/♦)  —  the latter becomes an explicit re- 

lationship between the total systems cost C and the number of targets to be 

destroyed T_, with  i,he number of targets attacked per strike T as a para- 

meter.     In principle then,  the optimum number of targets to be attacked 

for minimum systems cost could then be obtained by the  standard method of 

the differential  calculus.     However,   the algebraic  form of  the equations 

involved precludes an explicit solution in closed form.     It is,  therefore, 

convenient to resort to a parametric type of solution,  making use of re- 

duced or dimensionless parameters  to  the maximum extent. 

It turns out that the most naturally arising Independent variable is 

the attrition ratio x, 

B. '"   A       . C6) 
K 

a 

of bombers killed by local defenses to bombers killed by area defenses. 
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It follows from equation (2) that this attrition ratio is related to the 

number of targets attacked per strike T by 

x-i   T(1-a' (7) a v  ' 

It is convenient to denote hj k the "reference value" of the attrition 

ratio which occurs when T    targets are attacked on a strike  (see Fig.  1), 

so that 

a 

Equation (?) can then be rewritten in the more convenient form 

x - k 0^ ^ . (9) 

Similarly,  the analysis suggests the definition a "campaign magnitude 

paralneter,,  n which represents in dimenaionless form the magnitude of the 

strategic Job to be accomplished,  that is  the number of targets to be 

destroyed or reconnoltered.    This parameter ^ is defined by 

TD 
^       - T§T7 (10) 

for bombing and reoornaissance campaigns,  respectively.    The factor "J" 

appearing in equation (10)  represents the following combination of previous- 

ly encountered constants: 

J - RSP,-1 (11) 

In analogous manner, there is also defined a dimensionless "systen 

cost parameter"    \     by 
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r 
a 

(12) 

where Bv      represents the area-defense attrition lerel,  that Is the number 
a 

of bombers  shot down by the area defense on a strike against the reference 

number of T    targets. 

One next converts the basic campaign equations  (3)   and (4)  into 

dimensionless form, making use of equations  (ß)  to  (12),    Carrying out the 

algebraic manipulations described in the paragraph following equation  (5), 

one obtains  the following explicit relationship between the cost parameter 

n  anr* the campaign magnitude parameter y, : 

r/-* l-a       l-o 
x        ♦ x ♦ ̂

) tik 

1_ 
l-a 

(13) 

In this relation k and a are constants which define the  intrinsic nature 

and level of the defenses  and their interaction with  the penetrating of- 

fense vehicles  (see equations  8 and l).     The variable attrition ratio nxn 

ir  equation   (ll)  represents  a one-dimensional  choice of attack  strategy, 

namely,   in view of equation   (9)»   the nuirber of  targets  T which are at- 

tacked on each strike of the  iso-etrike campaign. 

The optimum tactic,  x • x    ,   s X, which yields  minimum cost  (P)   for r opt ' 

fixed value of target destruction   (^)  is obtained by differentiation of 

equation  (1?)  with respect to x. 

Pk1 
a 
-a 

- 0 (14) 

Although the  resulting algebraic  equation cannot be  solved explicitly for 
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x • X ( t or arbitrary values of 4 ) , thi s equation can, nevertheless be 

us ed in conjunctio with equation (13) to yie l d the following two s iaul-

taneous , parametri c equat ions which define minimum cost i so-s trike cam-

p&igns: 

["/a] 
_l_ 

f
1

(X ,4) • a xl- a (1 + 
X ) - 1-a 4 (15) 

[ rkl~a J a 

r
2

(X ,o) • _l_ 1- a (1 + X) 2 - 1-a X (16 ) 

Here I represent the attrition rati o as sociated with the optimum 

t actic for minimum cost campaigns , that is 

(17) 

The meaning of the pair of parametric equations (15) and (16) is 

tha t , for a specifi ed value of the area-defense behavior exponent a , there 

i s a one to one correspondence between the cos t and campaign magnitude 

parameters. Thus , by aseuaing arbitrary values of 4 and X one can com-

pute the functions fl and f 2 , and plot COSt parameter Yereus target 

destruction parameter as shown i n Fig. 2. Thi s quasi-uni vers&l set of 

curves represe t s all minimum cost iso-s t rike campaigns. 

It should be pointed out that various other ~haracteristics of t Gese 

optimal campaigns are uniquely determined for eac h Vll1ue of X and 4 • For 

example,the number of strikes, N t' of whi ch the optimal ieo-strike camop 

paign is composed, ~ . s given by 

a 
1-a (1 + ~) (18) 
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Similarly,  the niusber of aircraft (or aircr«*nj)   lost in this type of carv- 

paign,  L.iis deterrrinable with the aid of the "loss paradetern.A.   , 

A-   ^    . (19) 
a 

fron, the equation 

a 

Av1-0 VX'a) '   Ä   x1"0   (1 * X)(1 * o)   •        (?0) 

For repented use arid rapid calculation,  a number of other graphs analogous 

to Fig,  2 may, of course,  be computed in order to relate to one another 

any two of the quantities given by equations  (15),   (16),   (17),  (18),  and 

(20). 

Figure 2 displays  some interesting properties of mininum cost can^- 

paigns which are worth noting.    With the exception of the Uniting case of 

a-  1,  wherein the area defense has degenerated  to a localized defense 

(see  Fig.  l),  these curves  are non-linear and have a continuously decreas- 

ing slope as the campaign magnitude increases,   i.e.,  as more targets  are 

attacked.    Thi? is a direct consequence of the area-defense behavior of 

Fig.   1 wherein,  for  a^l ,  each successive additional target attacked  re- 

sults  in the activation of fewer additional area defense units. 

For the case of the  ring defense,   a- 0,   Fig.   2  shows  that there  is 

a threshold cost below which no  targets  can be destroyed.     This  threshold 

represents the cost of the minimum size offense  force required to penetrate 

the  ring-defense once and return with the specified crew survival probability. 

It is worth noting that the paranctric  equations  (15)  and  (16)  will 

yield explicit relations between \i and |    in tne  two  limiting cases of 
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"very smAll" campaigne   (X«l)  and "very large" cajnpalgnn   (X »1).     For 

theae cases  it is easily shown  »hat 

r    :      -^ —    .    /       ,     forX«l (21) 
aa(l^)1_<l 

r ^   k , for X » 1      . (22) 

These expressionr  verify the several features  shown graphically in  Fig.   2, 

namely,  the curvature  of the curves near the origin  (srall cairpalgne);   the 

threshold value of |    -  1  for a • C    X - 0;   and  the curves*   asyrr.ptotic  ap- 

proach to straight lines for large values of p. .     Furthermore,   these ex- 

pressions  like equations   (21)  and  (22)  are most useful to obtain  limiting 

values in sensitivity  investigations which altr. to detenrlne,  for exajnple, 

the effect on system cost of a change in a parameter such as the area de- 

♦ 
fense  strength  {Bv    ,   see equations B ard 12   ,  or the crew survival  prob- 

a 
ability  (P  ,  see equations  5 and 11). 

Analogous generalized curves for Impact campaigns    are quantitatively 

different from and more  laborious  to calculate than the iso-strike curves 

shown in Fig.  2.     However,  the impact campaign curvee have the same quali- 

tative features of non-linearity (a^l)  and  threshold for o - 0  that were 

pointed out above. 

In concluding this  section,  it should be pointed out that the results 

obtained for iso-strike minimum cost campaigns  (equations 1^-22  and Fig.  2) 

actually are valid for a much broader spectrum of conditions than  those 

assumed here to simplify the exposition.     For example,  it will be  recalled 

that i-  applying equation  (u)  it was assumed  that no bombers were destroyed 

by enemy action against bomber bases.    If we waive this  restriction and 
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aasujoe instead that, on the average,  a fraction P      of bombers on the bas* 

between strikes  is destroyed by eneiry counter action,  then only two 

minor changes need be mado  in the analysis: 

(1)    The parameter group "J" is redefined in more general 

fonn than equation  (11)  as 

(2)    The expression \ is inserted aa 1 *      (1-Pj. )  RSPK 

aiiuther factor into the denomination of the right hand 

side of equation (19) which defines the aircraft loss 

parameter   /\. 

The generalised carupalgn equations in their parairetric  fonr.,   such a? 

equations  (1^)  -  (18),   as well aa the curves  of  Fig.  2,   remain applicable 

without change. 
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AfPLICATIONS 

The most slr&ightforward application of the generalized campaign 

analysis method is,  of couree, the use of precomputed general campaign 

curves,  such aa Fig.   2, for the rapic calculation of specific  campaigns. 

Figure 3  shows  schematically the results  of such a calculation.     The solid 

curve is a plot of  total system cost of a family of bombing  systems — 

whose member? differ only in the number  (not the type) of primary vehicles 

versus the number of targets which each  system Is potentially  capable of 

destroying;   it is  aflsumed that tne area defense deployment corresponds  to 

a • 0.5.    Since for this family of campaigns only Tp and C vary, while k, 

EL    , etc  remain fixed,  aid Tn and C are directly proportioual  to the 
a 

parameters n and  P,  respectively,  it follows that the solid curve of 

Fig.  3 has the sace  shape as the o - 0.5  curve of Fig.  2.     Figure 1 il- 

lustrates more concretely,  for a specific  case,  the non-linear increase 

total system cost with target destruction potential which was  already ob- 

served as a general campaign property in Fig. 2. 

The dashed curve of Fig,  3 is used to determine the  (optiimrrO  number 

of targets attacked per strike which characterize each of the minimum cost 

campaigns  represented.    This curve was computed from equations   (17)  and 

(15).    AP  is  the  case with system cost,   the optimum numbe- of targets at- 

tacked per strike  increises non-linearly with increasing magnitude of the 

campaign. 

A? may be seen by combining equations (18) and (17) for the present 

case of a - 0.5, the optimum number of strikes for these iao-strike cam- 

paigns is given by 

" / T 1 

.  («-   i )    ; (23) opt      J 

T 
1 ♦  2k 

opt 

T 
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hence the optimum number of strikes also increases with the ~itude of 

the campaign, although more s lovly than t he number of targets (T t) atop 

tacked per s trike. 

Equation (23) illustrates the relatively s imple type or algegraic 

expres sion which 1.s generally obtained when the area defense exponent 

has the value l/2, that is the value for vhieh a • (1-a). Fortuna t ely, 

thi s value also appear~ t o be a satisfactory approximate represen atiot 

for so e realis tically deployed area defens es which have been inve s tigated. 

Figure 4 i s intended to hed some lig t o the nature of cert ain cam-

paign efficiencies or ratios vhich are sometime s ed a criteria i sys-

tems compari ons . As defined in Fig. 4, t he ge eralized "operational 

efficie cy" ~/1\ i s proportional to t he ra t i o of targets destroyed per 

aircraft l os t, and t he economic e!fic i e y ~ k/ r is proportional to the 

value of targets des troyed per uni sys tem co ~t . Figure 4 s ows that bo t h 

of the e efficiencie i ncrease at an ever decreas ing rate with t he magni-

tude of the carr.paign, and approac h unity asymptotica.l.ly for very l arge 

campai~1 s . This effect i s , of course, due to the ntrins ic na ure of t e 

area defenses , as already pointed out i n t he discussion o f Figs. 1 and 2 . 

I vi eW' of t hi ronounced effec t of crupaign n~tude on such ra io ~ as 

t are , des troyed per aircraft lo s t, or t arge des t royed per unit sys err~ 

cos t, the se of S' ch ratios a cri ter i a for comparing different s trategic 

sys e .s vill not lead to Yalid results , unles s t hese ratio are evalua ed 

for all competi g sy tems at the ~ value or target de true io poten * al. 

Only in the l atter ins tance are t he ne ratios equi valent to valid compari so 

* For a ore general discussion on the validi tr ) f ratio criteria see 
Charles J . hitch, "Sub-OptimJzation in Operation~ Problems," Journ. Oper. 
Res. Soc . o f An.erica, ol. l, o. (~-iay 195 ) , . 94. 
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criteria such as aircraft loot for a specified number of target? des- 

troyed, or targets destroy d for a specified total system cost. 

Another application of the generalized campaign analysis technique is 

illustrated in Fig,   5.    Here  is ehowTi the effect on system cost of varying 

the fraction of targets on which aerial reconnaissance  information is re- 

quired prior to bombing.     In Fig.   5 the expected number of targets destroyed 

Tn is  held  fixed, while the number of targetr, to be reconnoitered varies 

from zero to  Tn.    Total  system cost is referenced to  the cost of the pure 

bombing campaign {T^T- - ü),     Two cases are shown in  Fig.   3:    (1)  the dash 

line represents the succession of two separate and  independent campaigns; 

first,  one  for reconnaissance,   followed by a bombing campaign;   (2)   the 

solid  curve  represents the case where bombing and reconnaissance airplanes 

are used to make up a single strike force, which simultaneously carries 

out a mixed bombing and reconnaissance campaign.     It is evident that,  for 

all fractions of the target system to be reconnoitered,  the combined cam- 

i*^ palgn has  a xess^- toted cost than do the two separate c ipaigni..    The 

reason  for this in simply that the combined campaign  is larger and hence, 

in view of  Flg. U, «ore efficient than each of the two  smaller campaigns 

which characterize the care of  separate bombing and reconnaissance cam- 

paigns.     It may be noted that the slope of the curves  of Fig.   5 is  arbitrary. 

For the particular exaii-ple  snown,  the cost of the reconnaissance Job for 

the complete target system happens to be about twice  that of the bombing 

Job. 

Consider now briefly  the method used for the calculation of the cajT>- 

paign results shown in Fig.   5.     For each point or; the dashed curve two 

separate campaigns are computed and their costs are added;  the principal 
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difference be t we n these campaigns is t hat different definitions for t he 

campaign magnitude parameter ~ are used for the reconnaissance and bombing 

campaign! , in accordance with equations (10) and (3) . For· the c•l culation 

of the combined bombing-reconnaissance c&mp&ign the equations and graphs 

of t he preceding section are also applicable when the following modifications 

are made: 

the campaign magnitude parameter ~ is redefined R 

(lOa) 

where the factor r is given by 

1 
r: . (24) 

the unit co t y occurring in equations (12) and (4) is replaced by an 

"effec 1ve average" unit cost , y
8 

, v ere 

,_ - \ 

'"' ) 

y B and yR being the unit costs of mbers and reconnaissance aircra.tt, 

res cti vely. 'The factor r defined by equation (24) above h~ a simpl 

p~Jical meaning; ~is the fraction of the T targets "visited" on a s trike, 

which is attacked by bombers, t he remaining (1-r)T target s bein visited 

by reconnaiss ce aircraft. This deviation is bas on the implicit 

assumption that bomber and reconnaissance aircraft, though perhaps differ-

1ng in unit cost , are ~imilar t ype aircraft vhose attriti on characteri s tics 

are substantially the e e. 
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Another impwrt&nt group of applications of the generalized campaign 

analyeie method are sensitivity investigations such as are generally re- 

quired to determine the effects on canipaign results of a specified de- 

parture from one or more arbitrary assumptions of the analysis.     As  an 

exan.ple of this, the generalized relations of  the preceding section have 

been applied to an investigation of the sensitivity of campaign cost  to 

the number of strikes used for a cairpaign to destroy a specified nmr.ber of 

strategic  targets.     The resuüts are sinrmarized  in Fig.  6.    The nb^cissa 

represents the arbitrary number of strikes  (!.')   to which a campaign ie re- 

strained divided by the "optimum" nuirber of strikes associated with  the 

minimum cost campaign.     The ordinate is the campaign cost C for an arbi- 

trary number of strikes,  divided by minimum campaign cost.     The uppermost 

curve of Fig.  6 represents  for any value of f.'/N        the greatest  posrible 

campaign cost,  relative  to C       ,  for the particular area defense behavior 

considered,   o« 0,5.     Figure 6 shows that campaign cost is relatively in- 

sensitive  to deviations  in the number of strikes from the optimum value. 

For example,  if the number of strikes is increased or decreased  fron. !. ^^     ' opt 

by a factor of 3,  the campaign cost is increased above the minimur value by 

at most 20 per cent.    Figure 6  shows that the precise magnitude of this 

sensitivity depends on  the value of the parameter N        characterizing a 

particular campaign.      In particular,  tne greater the rumber of strikes 

The mathematically  significant parameter defining the several  curve? 
of Fig.   6 is N      /j  rather than N        itself,  as may be Inferred  from 

Opt» O p u 
equation  (18).    In Fig.   6 a typical value of J  "3.4 was chosen  to  indicate 
the magnitudes of N  Involved in typical campaigns.    Figure 6 car.  thus be 
used for other values of J by relabeling the curves. 
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which is optlrmun,   x.n: Itss  the percentage increase in cost when the number 

of strikes is charged from optimum by a specified factor. 

One conclusion to be drawn  from Pig,   6 is that minimum cost iso-strike 

campaigns may in t^ny cases be used as adequate approximation for campaigns 

in which the number of strikes is constrained for operational or tactical 

reasons to  some  specified number, whi^h is non-optimal from the economic 

point of view.    However as indicated by Table 1,   the generalited method 

can also be used to derlre campaign equations which apply precisely to 

such campaigns with the number of strikes constrained to a specified 

▼alue. 
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CONCUrDIWC KMAMS 

This brief paper does not permit the discussion of other Interesting 

applications of this generalised oanpaign analysis mathod.    Nevertheless, 

it is hoped that the preceding illustrations hare serred to draonsträte 

these principal feature« of generalised campaign analysis: 

1. The generallced equations and graphs lead to a better under- 

standing of the principal characteristics of strategic 

campaigns than can be gleaned fro« an essentially empirical 

study of many Individual campaigns. 

2. Rapid campaign calculation is achieved by means of computation 

of a small number of quasi-universal curves representing an 

infinity of individual campaigns. 

3. The methods described may be used effectively in sensitivity 

investigations to determine the affect of variations in 

certain assumptions on the campaign results.    Thus, with a 

givrn expenditure cf effort it is possible to obtain a 

broader coverage of such sensitivity investigations when the 

generalised method is used, than when assumptions are raried 

in a few specific sazrple campaigns. 

■^«i^ 
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